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Abstract 
Solving physics problems at any level of study is always proving to be a challenge task for students and 
none so for senior Analytical chemistry students at a South African university who are studying physics as 
part of their curriculum. It is of paramount importance to find out the nature of the difficulties they experience 
whilst solving physics problems. To achieve this, a questionnaire presented in the paper of Snetinova & 
Koupilova (2012) but developed by Ogilvie (2009) was used in this research. Students had to respond to 
five questions from the questionnaire and write comments about the difficulties they experienced whilst 
solving physics problems. In particular, the questionnaire was used to analyze what steps the students 
took in solving their physics problems. A total of 25 students participated in this study and a qualitative 
discussion of the results will be presented. A finding from this study showed that the students have used 
many expansive strategies in solving their physics problems, whilst few others have used a few limiting 
strategies in their attempts to solve physics problems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Students encounter many difficulties in solving physics problems. The question of interest is what kind of 
strategies students use when solving familiar and unfamiliar physics problems? When students try to solve 
familiar physics problems, they feel they understand the questions and understand the relevant laws that 
apply to the question but if an unfamiliar problem is presented, they appear lost and are unable to solve it 
[1]. Halim et al. [2] have investigated strategies that students apply when solving physics problems and 
found that students had difficulty in the problem identification. In this sense students could not relate the 
problem to a particular concept. On the other hand, research by Gok [3] indicate that phased (planning, 
action and checking) problem solving strategy were effective in improving problem solving. In the work of 
Byu & Lee [4], it was noted that an increase in the quantity of problems had little impact on their 
achievement, self-confidence and understanding of concepts, but that learned and applied skills had a 
better effect [1]. On the question of diagrams and free body diagrams, it is revealed from the work of Maries 
& Singh [5], that students did not prefer to draw diagrams when solving physics problems, in contradiction 
of what experts in the field of physics think. The aim of this paper is to find out students’ views or strategies 
when solving physics problems. This is achieved through a questionnaire aimed at eliciting strategies that 
students use when solving physics problems. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
This research made use of a questionnaire presented in the paper by Snetinova & Koupilova [6] but 
developed by Ogilvie [7]. This questionnaire consists of 5 questions and that students were required to 
complete it and from which problem-solving strategies of the students would be obtained. The 
questionnaire was administered to 25 Analytical Chemistry students doing physics (2nd year) as part of 
their core curriculum. The questionnaire that has been administered can be seen in the table below.  

Table 1. Problem solving strategies in physics.   

 Problem solving strategy Comments 

One What is your biggest problem during problem solving in physics?  

Two Is there anything that helps you with solving physics tasks?  

Three What is – according to you – the purpose of solving physics tasks?  

Four Do you think that you can use these approaches even in other situations? In which ones?  

Five Which steps were recommended or shown to you to help you solve physics problems?  
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These strategies were then compared to the strategies to the problem-solving strategies in the paper of 
Snetinova & Koupilova [6], given in the table below.  

Table 2. Strategy description scale, taken from [2].   

 Strategy Description of comments 
One Rolodex equation matching Selection of equations because of the same variables in the list of 

knowns and unknowns 

Two Rational thought Doing the task first in the mind before doing it arithmetically 

Three Listing of knowns and unknowns Making a list of knowns and unknowns 

Four Prior examples in text or lecture Finding a similar task in the text or lecture 

Five Sub-problems Solving the problem in small steps before tackling the whole 
problem 

Six Diagram/free body diagram Drawing diagrams or free body diagrams 

Seven Concept first Ponder on the concept first before tackling the problem 

Eight Real situation Compare the task in hand to a real-life situation 

The compared strategies are then categorized into one of two categories; namely, “limiting” or 
“expansive” strategies. A “limiting” strategy is typically a strategy employed by novices while, 
“expansive” strategy is one explored by experts. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The main goal of this study was to find out the strategies students used when solving physics problems. 
From the survey of 5 questions (table 1) given to the students, a tally was obtained, indicating the 
response from each student about a strategy that the student used when solving a physics problem 
(hence not a percentage). The table below gives the responses of the students with respect to the 
strategy they used in table 2. 

Table 3. Strategy mapping. 

 Strategy Student choices 

One Rolodex equation matching 4 

Two Rational thought 8 

Three Listing of knowns and unknowns 2 

Four Prior examples in text or lecture 6 

Five Sub-problems 2 

Six Diagram/free body diagram 7 

Seven Concept first 5 

Eight Real situation 6 

From the table, a few students (4 students) have used the limiting strategy (Rolodex equation matching) 
in solving their physics problems. Whilst this may be the easiest strategy, a strategy learnt early in 
primary school, may not be suitable in improving problem solving skills and understanding of the subject 
[2]. It is of interest to note that a larger majority of students (8 students) attempted to do the problems in 
their minds before manipulation of the problem. This strategy of solving physics problems is regarded 
as an expansive strategy, typically used by expert problem solvers [7]. It is encouraging to see only a 
few students have used the limiting strategy, “listing of knowns and unknowns”, as a strategy in solving 
their physics problems. This strategy is not ideal in improving one’s problem solving skills. It is surprising 
that a relatively large number of students have used the limiting strategy, “prior examples in text or 
lecture”, to solve their physics problems despite their expansive strategies they have used in solving 
physics problems as mentioned above. Again, only 2 students have used the expansive strategy, “sub-
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problems”, as a strategy to solve physics problems. It implies that a vast majority of students go straight 
to solve their problems without breaking them down into manageable sub-steps.  

It is of interest to note that a large majority of students (7 students) have used diagrams as a first starting 
point to solve a physics problem. This is an expansive strategy and will go a long way in helping them 
to solve their physics problems. For example, if free body diagrams are drawn in mechanics (motion) 
type problems, then students would find it easier to use Newton’s second law of motion to solve such 
problems to find tension or acceleration. It is good to see at least 5 students employed the “concept first” 
strategy in solving their physics problems. This implies that they are thinking about the various concepts 
in physics while solving their problems. A few students (6 students) have tried to imagine the problem 
to a real situation before attempting to solve it. This is a good (expansive) strategy as it lends them to 
think out of the box and try to find innovative solutions to their physics problems. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of this study was to determine the strategies students used in solving physics problems. It is 
shown from this research that students have chosen the expansive route strategy in solving their 
problems. In particular, they have exploited the following expansive strategies to solve their problems: 
Rational Thought, Sub-problems, Diagrams, Concept first and Real Situation by majority of the students. 
We also observe a novice-like view taken by some students in their choice of the following strategies: 
Rolodex equation matching and Listing of knowns and unknowns. It is interesting to note that students 
have given the expansive strategy greater consideration compared to the limiting strategies such as 
those mentioned above. 
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